PLEASE TAKE DIANN'S DOG FOOD SURVEY

10/29/12 1:36 PM

NEWSLETTER FROM:
DIANN'S HAPPY TAILS TRAINING
A SURVEY ABOUT A NEW DOG FOOD
PLEASE TAKE A FEW MINUTES TO TAKE THIS SURVEY SO I CAN DECIDE IF
TIMBERWOLF WOULD BE A BRAND TO CARRY. CHECK THEM OUT AND I'M
SURE YOU'LL BE AS HAPPY AS I AM.
I APPRECIATE ALL THE INFO I GET BACK FROM EVERYONE:
COUPON BELOW FOR TIMBERWOLF DOG FOOD

This may be the shortest newsletter I've ever done. but in my effort to give my
special clients/students/friends/as many good choices on pet food as
possible. I want to give you a choice. As always, like you I am looking for better
food for Dante. Even though, the ones I carry are very good.
FROMM: EARTHBORN: NUTRISCA: BLUE BUFFALO:
MERRICK: GREAT LIFE: EVO: INNOVA: CAL. NATURAL and many more.
I have heard great things about a dog food called TIMBERWOLF. It is not sold
here in central Oregon and I have long wanted to try it. I currently use Great
Life, Nutrisca and Fromm as a rotation, but in researching Timber wolf, it
sounds like a near perfect grain free dog food also.
Keep in mind, if you want to try it, that doesnt mean your going to be stuck
with it forever. You can at anytime go back to your current choice of foods. You
are never stuck with just one brand, and I am always open to suggestions, so
never hesitate to offer your thoughts and options.
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THE DOG FOOD I WANT TO ADD TO MY SUPPLY IS CALLED "TiMBERWOLF"
It has been around for several decades and is not sold in stores, only very few
small retail stores such as mine, groomers, vets, is not mass produced, is family
run
and that is my first requirement for pet foods. I do not like mass produced pet
foods. That takes away the quality control. Timberwolf does not outsource any
products, has specialized meat content and many vitamins. They do not use
chemicals for preserving or any that can harm a pet. As of now, they do not have
canned or cat food, just grain free dog food.
I have ordered a few bags to try on Dante, so I will have a definite answer as to
how it affects him and his wimpy tummy.
As of yesterday I was accepted as a part of the Timberwolf family and am very
happy about that. BUT- before I add another line of pet food, I want to take a
survey to find out if anyone else is interested in this product. As all others, there
is a minimum requirement, and I want to be sure I can make that before I commit
to this.
SO- as a big favor from all who receive my newsletters and buy pet food from me,
please take a few minutes and respond if this is something you would like to try.
It is not on the cheap side, but all the pet foods are going up so fast, I can hardly
keep track of it all. I cant give a price at this time as I don't know what that
would be. From the rep I spoke with, it can be anywhere from $52.00 to $60.00
Check out a few sites, forums, and get a feel for this food so you can make a
judgement. And as always, I try my best to keep the cost down to what I pay, with
adding what I need for shipping. The grain Free comes in 25 lb bags, and that is
like all grain free foods, they use natural preservatives instead of chemicals that
would prolong the length of the food source.
There are several pet food forums to go to:
http://www.timberwolfpetfoodforum.com and several others with Timberwolf
in the name of the site. Don't go by the sale price on the Internet sites, they are
much more than I would charge.

http://www.timberwolfdogfood.com
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IF I DO SUPPLY TIMBERWOLF DOG FOOD,
ALL WHO TRY THE FIRST BAG WILL RECEIVE $5.00 OFF MY LIST
PRICE. THEY CARRY SEVERAL FLAVORS SO ROTATIONS ARE VERY
EASY TO DO

Coupon good until July, 2013. good on your first bag only.
DON'T FORGET TO ORDER YOUR KONG WUBBA'S FOR CHRISTMAS.
GIFT CERTIFICATES, AND THE 2 FOR ONE PRIVATE LESSONS GOOD
FOR NOV AND DEC.
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